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For the times they are a-changin’.
   —Bob Dylan

The Israel Defense Forces’ (IDF) Ground Forces 
Command concept, “Land Ahead,” originally 
published in 2015 and again as a draft in 2017, 

is the IDF’s most comprehensive attempt to redefine its 
ground combat concept and to offer a practical frame-
work for the transformation of its ground forces.1 There 
is virtually no debate about this assertion. “During the 
Land Ahead process,” writes Maj. Gen. Aharon Haliva, 
“the Ground Forces Command officially identified 
in writing, for the first time, that the ground maneu-
ver was facing a serious crisis … The Ground Forces 

Command recognized, again for the first time, that the 
existing force design trends themselves are not provid-
ing the IDF anything new. More of the same does not ad-
vance us toward the required change.”2 Maj. Gen. Kobi 
Barak, commander of the Ground Forces Command, 
adopted the “Land Ahead” concept from his predeces-
sor, Maj. Gen. Guy Tzur, and wrote: “the change is so 
deep that it requires the IDF to deeply examine and 
change its operational behavior in every dimension.”3

How was such a drastic conceptual leap achieved? The 
architects of “Land Ahead,” along with the IDF’s Dado 
Center, turned to design theory to create the concept. In 
his published reflections on its creation, Tzur specifically 
points to the design process as the enabling factor of the 
conceptual breakthrough.4 The process made clear that 



A U.S. Marine Corps light armored vehicle from Battalion Landing 
Team, 2nd Battalion, 6th Marine Regiment (BLT 2/6), 26th Marine 
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) is staged prior to training alongside Israeli 
soldiers 11 March 2018 as part of exercise Juniper Cobra at the Na-
tional Training Center in Israel. The 26th MEU participated in Juniper 
Cobra with the Israel Defense Forces in order to improve interopera-
bility and hone both forces’ skills in a variety of environments. (Photo 
by Cpl. Jonathan Sosner, U.S. Marines)
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the barrier between force employment concepts and 
force design concepts had to be torn down. Not only did 
the Dado Center design team need to gain expertise with 
technologies and the philosophies behind them, but the 
IDF force design system also had to think simultaneously 
about force employment. The “Land Ahead” concept was 
a turning point at which the IDF design team shifted its 
focus toward military transformation.

The idea of military innovation, or military trans-
formation, is one of the foundations of modern mili-
tary thought.5 Dima Adamsky suggests that we view 
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) as a radical mili-
tary innovation in which new organizational structures 
integrate with new operational concepts, which usually 
stem from the invention of new weapon systems, and 
change the nature of warfare.6

Tzur, Haliva, and Barak are correct; what is unique 
and critical about “Land Ahead” is its innovative nature 
and its aim to leap forward, freeing itself from the “more 
of the same” phenomenon. We must, therefore, ask 
ourselves how we can figure out which of the wide variety 
of ideas added to the original 2015 concept are most in-

novative and best suited 
to our ground forces 
today? Further yet, how 
can we avoid the trap 
of investing our most 
advanced technologies 
to tweak past concepts 
instead of moving for-
ward into the future?

In the past, the IDF 
invested in the most 
advanced technologies, 
such as the Digital 
Land Forces project 
(command and con-
trol), without stopping 
to think how these 
technologies enable 
significant transforma-
tion in ground combat. 
Today, the IDF faces a 
similar risk. Without 
a suitable histori-
cal and conceptual 
perspective, we might 

someday find ourselves investigating “the lost decade,” 
despite our investments.

To minimize the risk of such an outcome, this article 
will offer a historically based conceptual framework. 
First, it will elucidate the manner in which military 
revolutions have progressed in the modern era, in parallel 
to technological developments. The historical process 
reviewed will then be extrapolated to deduce which step 
the IDF must take next, with an emphasis on ground 
combat.7 Third, the article will assess the development 
of the IDF and its enemies on the same historical scale. 
Finally, the article will discuss the Ground Forces’ current 
transformation requirements, as well as the necessity to 
reorganize the IDF’s internal discourse on the matter.

The Four Industrial Revolutions 
and the Measuring Stick for 
Military Revolutions

Alvin and Heidi Toffler famously arranged human 
history according to three technological and social 
waves: the agricultural wave, the industrial wave, and 
the information wave.8 In much military literature, the 
military parallels of the Toffler scale are the pre-modern 
war, industrialized war (characterized by firearms, gen-
eral conscription, firepower, machinery, large mass, and 
scope), and information-age warfare.9

This perspective of history no longer serves us. The 
IDF adopted the military-information revolution (the 
reconnaissance-strike complex, developed based on the 
U.S. Army’s AirLand Battle concept) several decades 
ago. Since, the other side has rapidly adopted the 
information-age revolution on its own terms (guided 
missiles and target intelligence). Both sides now have 
precision fire technology that neutralizes the other’s 
tactical mobility (combat platforms). Israel’s enemies, 
Hezbollah and Hamas, are currently holding a defen-
sive position against Israel, thus providing them with 
the many inherent advantages of defense and allowing 
them to gain the upper hand in conflict.

A new historical framework can serve as a way to 
navigate “outside the box” toward the necessary military 
transformation. At the core of this proposed theoretical 
framework lies the discernment of four industrial revolu-
tions (see figure, page 85).10

In 2011, as part of the preparations for an industrial 
fair in Hanover, Germany, a new historical perspective 
focusing exclusively on the modern era (“The Machine 
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Age”) was developed. According to this perspective, four 
distinct industrial revolutions can be defined since the 
beginning of the eighteenth century.11 The first indus-
trial revolution (Revolution 1.0) harnessed the power of 
steam. The second industrial revolution (Revolution 2.0) 
was generated by the technological breakthrough of the 
internal combustion engine and electricity. The next 
breakthrough, the third industrial revolution (Revolution 
3.0), included electronics, printed circuit boards, com-
puters, software, information technology (IT), and the 

automation revolution. It is also known as the digital 
revolution, which has defined our world since the 1980’s. 
According to this concept, we are currently at the dawn 
of the fourth industrial revolution (Revolution 4.0), 
defined by computer-enhanced mobility and computer 
performance in the physical world (automation).

What exactly do we mean by the “fourth industrial 
revolution,” and why is it different from the “digital age”? 
More importantly yet, how is this related to our discus-
sion about “Land Ahead” and the military transformation 
we need today? To answer these questions, we will con-
nect the industrial revolutions to a series of RMAs.

Industrial Revolution 1.0. The technological essence 
of this era is the power of steam, along with further 

technological and scientific developments such as the 
telegraph, engraving machines, steel factories, etc. This 
era generated enormous social change. We will focus on 
its implications on warfare, beginning with the American 
Civil War, which is considered the first modern war. The 
industrialized North owed their victory against the agri-
cultural South to several substantial advantages (beyond 
population size). The North enjoyed a superior railroad 
network that provided effective transportation of troops 
and resources, as well as a modern telegraph network that 

facilitated the central management of the war effort and 
enabled the allocation of resources according to changing 
needs of the multiple fronts. The North also had greater 
production capabilities, which meant more weapons 
(such as cannons) and more ammunition.

Additionally, the North enjoyed a major economic 
advantage. Using their superior navy, the North enforced 
a naval embargo on the South, thus stunting the South’s 
economic development. In fact, the American Civil War, 
the Prussian-French War, the Japan-Russia War, and 
even World War I, all exemplify the Modern Military 
Revolution 1.0. It is a revolution of strategic mobility 
(steamboats and trains), centralized management (the 
telegraph) and the development of a general staff and 
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Figure. The Four Industrial Revolutions

(Figure courtesy of Christoph Roser at AllAboutLean.com)
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senior headquarters that act as conduits between the 
industrial production at home and the resources needed 
on the front.12 These elements create a total war—a war in 
which the entire home front is effectively conscripted to a 
war of attrition on a massive scale, through manufacture, 
transportation, and communications.

Industrial Revolution 2.0. The technologies leading 
this era were the internal combustion engine, electrici-
ty, the radio, and the modern production line. We will 
jump directly to the military perspective: the military 
revolution associated with Industrial Revolution 2.0 is 
undoubtedly the revolution in mechanized maneuver. 
Modern Military Revolution 1.0 was stuck in the trench-
es of World War I. The strategic home front continued to 
equip armies of millions and ship soldiers to the front in 
massive numbers. However, on the battlefield, the superi-
or firepower of the machine gun and artillery stopped the 
human masses: the infantry and the cavalry. Although 
the tank and airplane were relatively overlooked at first, 
upon their premier appearance in World War I, they 
were a harbinger of the upcoming military revolution re-
alized only some twenty years later, in the next round of 
European warfare. The German blitzkriegs of September 
1939, May 1940, and June 1941 relied on the revolution 
of tactical mobility provided by tanks, trucks, personnel 
carriers, and close aircraft support, as well as the revolu-
tion of the radio that enabled decentralized and flexible 
mission command. This new tactical mobility required 
the reorganization of the forces in a way that provided 
them with local combat independence. This was the 
beginning of the doctrine of combined arms (even if not 
of the idea itself). To maintain the pace of tank move-
ment, a close but diverse support system was required, 
including mobile infantry, engineers, supporting fire from 
towed and motorized artillery, and air support from 
dive-bombers. To broadly summarize, World War II took 
place on two levels. The first is the strategic level; it was 
a war of manufacture and transportation of resources, 
similar to World War I. The second level is operational; 
a war of mobility and denial of mobility. The Modern 
Military Revolution 2.0 is, therefore, the tactical mecha-
nized and mobility revolution, and the revolution of huge 
campaigns of massive forces.

Industrial Revolution 3.0. Transistors, printed 
circuit boards, computers, and digital communication 
generated enormous changes in social and econom-
ic structures. Warfare also underwent changes in the 

information era. The term “Revolution in Military 
Affairs” was coined in Western military thought in the 
1980s. The military thinkers of these years, such as U.S. 
Army Gen. Donn Starry and Andrew Marshall from 
the Department of Defense’s Office of Net Assessment, 
understood that their current forces could not com-
plete their missions.13 The U.S. military and its allies in 
Europe did not have the ability to stop the Warsaw Pact’s 
enormous mechanized force, but they also realized the 
great potential provided by the new era of technology. 
Electronics enabled the installation of sensors, which 
were once too large, on fighter jets. Lasers and elec-
tro-optics upgraded normal rockets into smart missiles. 
Computers allowed humans to quickly concentrate, 
process, and transfer all new information collected from 
sensors to digital management systems that helped other 
humans maximize their attack resources. The RMA 3.0 
was coined in the U.S. military as AirLand Battle and was 
later named the Information Technology RMA.14

This revolution was successfully implemented in 
the first and second Gulf Wars and demonstrated the 
futility of combat between a mechanized 2.0 military 
(Iraq) and a modern 3.0 military (United States). RMA 
3.0 was based on information dominance, precision 
weapons, and the ability to connect these two domains 
effectively and quickly. The critical reader will discern 
that these three key elements are mostly based on aerial 
assets (sensors, precise payload munitions delivered from 
air and space) on the one hand and fixed infrastructure 
(headquarters with excellent infrastructure and com-
munications) on the other.15 The reconnaissance-strike 
complex required a revolutionary reorganization of the 
forces, combining intelligence with operational planning 
teams. Naturally, these teams were most effective in fixed 
headquarters.16 In the IDF, the primary recipients of new 
power were the regional commands (which established 
large intelligence and fire control centers), the Air Force, 
and the J2/Intelligence Directorate.

The next era—Revolution 4.0. What distinguishes 
the fourth revolution from the information revolution 
(Revolution 3.0)? The drama of the third revolution was 
the appearance of the computer processing and digital 
memory, the software dimension that enabled new ways 
of integrating things and the creation of cyberspace. From 
the military perspective, Revolution 3.0 contributed sig-
nificantly to strengthening the operational environment 
awareness among commanding officers, and it created 
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new military capabilities—high-tempo, high-capacity, 
and precise long-term attacks and counterattacks. The 
software dimension contributed, and continues to con-
tribute, to the accelerated pace of miniaturization and 
decreased costs of electronic products, especially sensors.

What remains for Revolution 4.0? This is where 
computers extend beyond the screen and the person 
in front of it and begins to operate in the real world—
to operate independently, with a certain amount of 
human mediation but also without it. It is beginning 
to sound trite, but this is indeed a dramatic devel-
opment. This revolution is not only being generated 
because of the integration of the cellular world and 
the communication cloud but is also and mainly a re-
sult of Internet of Things (IOT) technology, automa-
tion, and artificial intelligence (AI).17 Revolution 3.0 
connected between everyone and created a universal 
network. Revolution 4.0 facilitates practical execution 
using computers in the physical world on a local level, 

via mobility and automation.18 For example, it enables 
smart homes to create local optimization by efficient-
ly utilizing energy for a the household’s needs.19 The 
General Electric jet engine is yet another example of 
this revolution. The engine uses advanced industri-
al IOT technologies to enable a network of sensors 
embedded within the engine to take various and 
highly precise internal measurements and connect the 
results during operation, thus significantly improving 
their performance.20 The many different sensors har-
nessed to create the updated and sufficiently credible 
information necessary to allow a computer to drive a 

Union soldiers survey wreckage on the Orange & Alexandria Railroad 
August 1862 in Manassas Junction, Virginia, at the Second Battle of 
Bull Run. Military railroads were part of the revolution in strategic mo-
bility in Modern Military Revolution 1.0. (Photo by Timothy H. O’Sul-
livan; courtesy of the Library of Congress)
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vehicle autonomously, is a third example of this rev-
olution. Many experimental models of such vehicles 
are already traveling on roads around the world.21

If so, the essence of Revolution 4.0 is computer-pro-
cessing power and precision communication. Together, 
these elements enable computers to execute tasks in 
the physical world that are complicated for humans to 
process.22 In some cases, such as the jet engine, propulsion 
turbines, and autonomous vehicles, computers are mak-
ing actual life and death decisions.23

Modern Military Revolution 4.0. How is this 
related to military matters? Militaries around the world 
today, including the U.S. military, explore the idea of the 
Internet of Battlespace Things as a possible answer to 
the threat of long-range guided munitions.24 They also 
realize the potential of being inundated with information 
while pursuing an enemy through densely populated 
urban areas. This overwhelming abundance of data can 
be reduced to a manageable level if the attacking forces 
are equipped with data systems capable of processing and 
synthesizing the data they receive, using machine learning 
technologies or AI. These capabilities would facilitate 
the distinction between “noise” and helpful information, 

simplify the location of Internet of Battlespace Things 
anomalies on the field, and most importantly, assist in 
the identification of the enemy’s location. In certain 
situations, such a system could even give commanders 
the option of allowing AI to make decisions for them.25 
Militaries are beginning to realize the connection be-
tween cyber and the physical-tactical world, as well as the 
necessity of waging the war in the communications and 
connectivity domain to ensure victory in the physical-tac-
tical domain. Everyone is still “working on it,” but this is 
definitely the general direction.

The Modern Military Revolution 4.0 is the combined 
product of reconnaissance-strike resources and autono-
mous and automatic information processing.26 The speed 
and precision of computers, sensors and missiles pro-
vide systems with the networking they need to achieve 

Brig. Gen. Erwin Rommel and staff in June 1940 during the Battle for 
France. German blitzkrieg tactics, developed during Modern Mili-
tary Revolution 2.0, relied on the tactical mobility provided by tanks, 
trucks, personnel carriers, and close-aircraft support. (Photo courtesy 
of the Bundesarchiv via Wikimedia Commons)
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real-time mission execution. The enemy can be precisely 
located, identified, and verified. Next, a decision can 
be made according to a safety protocol and the rules of 
engagement, and an attack can be executed—all within 
seconds. Moreover, the decreasing size and cost of mis-
siles and platforms such as quadcopters allow for wide-
spread manufacturing and distribution of such systems. 
Therefore, Modern Military Revolution 4.0 allows for the 
production of network-based weapon systems capable of 
all-around tactical performance.

What Can Be Learned from 
This Framework?

First, technology is a dominant factor in military 
thinking. Without diminishing from the importance of 
original military thinking, it is difficult to ignore the close 
connection between combat methods and technological 
progress around the world. This does not necessarily 
mean that every military undergoes transformation at 
the right time; however, it does mean that history smiles 
upon those who fully utilize the advantages provided by 
current technology, and truly change accordingly.

Second, having the right technologies doesn’t mean 
we’ve got everything right. It is possible to procure the 
best technology of the time and to still completely miss 
the revolution. This is exactly what happened to the 
French, at the onset of World War II; although the 
French army and air force were technologically superior 
to the German Wehrmacht in May 1940, they lost the 
campaign due to conceptual misunderstanding. The 
French command failed to realize the significance of the 
mobility and pace of the new kind of warfare they faced 
on the battlefield, and maintained the old concept of 
static defense and centralized command.27

Third, revolutions are cumulative. Revolutions do 
not cancel each other out. Rather, they are cumulative in 
nature, just like the cinema did not kill the radio, and tele-
vision did not cause the cinema to disappear. For exam-
ple, the strategic transportation of forces does not become 
any less important upon the appearance of mechanized 
tactical mobility. The combat platforms of Revolution 
2.0—the tank and the airplane—have not disappeared 
with the development of Revolution 3.0.

Fourth, militaries are late to adopt. RMAs tend to 
appear late in comparison to the equivalent revolutions 
in industry. While World War I was the peak of Modern 
Military Revolution 1.0, the Western world was already 

well-oriented and even controlled by the technologies of 
Revolution 2.0 (i.e., alongside the technologies of the pre-
vious wave). A military wise enough to understand the 
current change sooner, gains a substantial advantage.

Fifth, new revolutions are taking place at an accel-
erated pace. Revolution 2.0 is said to have appeared 
one hundred years after the first industrial revolution. 
Revolution 3.0 took place seventy years after the second, 
while Revolution 4.0 appeared only thirty to forty years 
later (see table, page 90–91).

RMA 4.0 and the Ground Forces
The largely neglected art of ground force maneuver is 

the nexus of our conceptual discussion. Within this con-
text, we must take note of a historical pattern according 
to which waves of access and area denial are followed by 
waves reallowing maneuver. This new perspective sheds 
light on various phenomena we see today.

New 3.0 firepower left the ground forces behind. 
This phenomenon was not a result of conceptual atrophy; 
rather, it was caused by objective conditions. The nature 
of the tactical forces made it nearly impossible for ground 
forces to take advantage of the Revolution 3.0 advances in 
firepower. While command-and-control capabilities de-
veloped among the ground forces, the maneuver force it-
self was left out of the revolution.28 On the regional level, 
senior headquarters were now able to introduce combat 
power of a new kind—rapid and precise target destruc-
tion. On the other hand, on the local-tactical level, the 
improvement of situational awareness among command-
ers (which is important in of itself) could not significant-
ly change the complexity of warfare. Even though the 
modern information and attack systems were effective 
in the face of the quantitative challenge presented by the 
mechanized enemy, it did not provide a new solution for 
the complexity and pace of a real tactical event taking 
place in complex terrain.29 Moreover, guided munitions 
were costly, and it was difficult to equip the front-line 
units. The conceptual solution for these limitations was to 
define the complex, employed by senior headquarters, as 
a force meant to destroy the enemy and clear the path for 
the ground forces. “Joint” became a magic word.

The size of headquarters is increasing. The 
Revolution 3.0 reliance on human intervention and 
information processing is the main reason behind 
the increasing size of tactical headquarters.30 There 
are some who perceive this as nothing more than the 
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natural tendency of bureaucracies to expand. However, 
it appears more likely that the large increase in rear 
echelons (both senior and tactical) is largely related to 
the new Revolution 3.0 military power.31

The ethos of command and control and “mis-
sion command” are at risk. The Modern Military 
Revolution 3.0 gave priority to the senior echelons in 
establishment of a coherent situational picture. The 

senior echelons directly influence the actions of the 
tactical units even though they are in the rear and are 
generally less mobile. This occurrence contradicts the 
essence of the idea behind mission command. This 
major contradiction causes doctrinal tension between 
the way in which the IDF trains its commanders and 
the way it actually operates and fights. We train our 
commanders in accordance with the tactical doctrine 

Table. Industrial Revolutions and Their Military Manifestation. 
So What Is the Takeaway? 

(Table by author)

1.0 2.0

Era ~1800–1900 ~1900–1970

Technology
Locomotive, steel 
(trains, telegraph)

Internal combustion, engine, electricity, transistor

Civilian implications
Status of workers, status of shareholders, 

entrepreneurship, colonialism
Middle class, consumption, culture, 

growth of major cities, suburbs

Conflict U.S. Civil War WWI WWII Six-Day War, Yom Kippur

Military technology
Mass armies, industrial base as condition for independence at 

front, rifled barrels, machine guns, barbed wire 
(trains, telegraph)

Tank, armored personnel carrier, places, radio, 
radar, mechanized artillery

Center of gravity in 
military organization

Strategic mobility 
General staffs and complex headquarters

Strategic level 
(Moltke, Foch, Pershing, Lundendorff)

Tactical mobility 
Division, corps headquarters

Operational level 
(Guderian, Rommel, Patton, Bradley, Montgomery)

Implications for 
command and control

Concentration (power to headquarters) Dispersion (mission command)

Major doctrine — Blitzkreig, combined arms
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of the Modern Military Revolution 2.0 era and “mis-
sion command,” which stem from the idea that tactical 
mobility requires commander independence. Yet, the 
real power lies in the hands of the major headquar-
ters; not only do they have real-time knowledge of the 
battlefield, but they also hold the power to take various 
actions that have a real influence on the campaign, such 
as the conduction of airstrikes on key targets.

The circle of centralization-decentralization and 
the fourth revolution act as a decentralized revolu-
tion. Modern Military Revolution 1.0 (mainly the train 
and telegraph) focused on the strategic transportation of 
forces and created the strategic headquarters. Abraham 
Lincoln’s war room with telegraph cables spread through-
out it and the German General Staff serve as tangible 
examples of this first revolution.32 The revolution of 

Table. Industrial Revolutions and Their Military Manifestation. 
So What Is the Takeaway? (continued) 

(Table by author)

3.0 4.0

Era ~1970 ~2017

Technology Microprocessor, personal computer, internet
Internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), autonomy, 

Big Data, 3D printing

Civilian implications
Age of information, social media, change in 

union-state power balance
TBD

Conflict First and Second Gulf Wars
Second Lebanon War, Days 
of Repentance, Operation 

Protective Edge
—

Military technology Airborne sensors, guided munitions, control systems

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flocks, multisensor 
information-meld, autonomous strike platforms on Internet of 
Battle-space Things network, automatic intelligence analysis, 

automatic intel processing, decision-support systems

Center of gravity in 
military organization

Neutralization of platforms 
Operational role for headquarters, regional commands, 

general staff

Intensification of maneuver space 
Automatic monitoring ability, immediate targeting and 

information processing allows striking from platforms, return 
of ground maneuver (?)

Implications for 
command and control

Concentration 
(regional command)

Dispersion 
(brigade, division)

Major doctrine AirLand Battle Multi-Domain Operations, Land Ahead
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tactical platforms and mobility (2.0) required the decen-
tralization the of decision-making and empowered the 
local command echelon. The mission command doctrine 
is an important legacy of this era. The military revolution 
of combined intelligence and attack assets (3.0) again 
concentrated exclusive authority in the hands of senior 
command echelons—this time with true combat pow-
er. The idea of a universal network (World Wide Web) 
dictated the nature of the third industrial revolution and 
allowed for the nonmobile headquarters to accumulate 
power and assemble vast amounts of information.

The fourth revolution, on the other hand, deals 
with local functions that require self-contained and 
phenomenal performance (e.g., autonomous vehi-
cles). The Modern Military Revolution 4.0—the era 
of autonomy, data communication networks, and the 
IOT—allows for the local tactical echelons to hold 
the center of power once again. For the first time, 
ground-tactical units can now utilize the advantages 
of the connection between sensors, precision-attack 
assets, and data processing.

Tactical mobility. The perspective of tactical mo-
bility sheds new light on the various RMAs. Revolution 
2.0, with its mechanized platforms, returned tactical 
mobility to the battlefield and overcame the firepower 
of the Revolution 1.0. Revolution 3.0 presented far 
more precise and lethal new firepower. This revolution 
again limited the tactical mobility of mechanized plat-
forms. The potential of Modern Military Revolution 
4.0 is the return of mobility (maneuver) to the battle-
field, as result of the automation and miniaturization 
of the reconnaissance-strike complex of Revolution 
3.0 to tactical dimensions. Revolution 4.0 will make it 
possible to locate and suppress the other side’s fire and 
overcome their ability to conceal themselves.

The New Military Challenge
Modern Military Revolution 2.0—mechanized 

platforms, side by side with radio and mission com-
mand—was the solution to the inability of maneuver 
to operate in the face of firepower in World War I. 
Modern Military Revolution 3.0 provided a convinc-
ing answer to the frightening question of the time: 
What can be done against the impossible force ratios in 
Europe to prevent nuclear war? Revolution 3.0 can also 
be seen as a return of sort to the days of World War I. 
Revolution 1.0 greatly restricted tactical mobility and 

stifled the war; Revolution 3.0 did the same, first to our 
adversaries, and later to the IDF.

Which military challenges can we solve using the 
fourth industrial revolution? To answer to this ques-
tion, we will briefly review the military developments 
of the last two decades. Both the U.S. military (in 2002 
and 2003) and the IDF demonstrated on a number of 
opportunities that militaries who adopt the Modern 
Military Revolution 3.0 become too formidable an enemy 
for militaries using platforms of Revolution 2.0. Tanks 
and aircraft are simply too vulnerable in the face of the 
reconnaissance-strike complex of Revolution 3.0. Our 
adversaries’ response is known as asymmetric warfare—
giving up platforms and assimilating into complex terrain. 
IDF thinker and retired Brig. Gen. Itai Brun calls this 
response “The Other Side’s RMA.”33 In other words, our 
enemies’ response to revolution 3.0 is to take combat to a 
tactical area in which the reconnaissance-strike complex 
of senior headquarters is no longer an advantage.

However, the world did not stop at asymmetric war-
fare. The United States is currently preparing for conflicts 
with “near-peer adversaries.” The U.S. military is con-
cerned by what it calls anti-access/area denial. According 
to this concept, a major power (Russia or China) could 
potentially carry out a limited offensive act in a neighbor-
ing region (e.g., seizing the Crimean Peninsula, a Baltic 
country, or islands in the South China Sea). The U.S. forc-
es stationed in the area will not have the slightest chance 
to respond in time with the force required; they will have 
to wait for the main U.S. force to arrive from the United 
States. However, the abundant enemy anti-aircraft and 
anti-ship missiles deployed ahead of time will threaten 
the ability of the main force to reach the region (anti-ac-
cess). This array of capabilities, combined with long-range 
and precise tactical firepower and disruption of U.S. 
electronic and cyber capabilities (area denial), will pose a 
threat to the U.S. forces that have already arrived.34

What did the adversaries do, essentially? They 
decreased their dependence on vulnerable platforms 
(by limiting tactical mobility) and increased their usage 
of advanced missile and sensor technologies, to disrupt 
strategic and tactical mobility (advanced anti-tank capa-
bilities and precise tactical firepower).35 Due to the ability 
of missile-based forces to change positions and conceal 
themselves, they will be difficult to identify and destroy.

Although the scope and distances vary greatly, 
significant similarities lie between the contexts in which 
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the U.S. military and the IDF think about war. From 
the IDF’s perspective, Hezbollah has been a standing 
military for some time, even if it is not an official state 
force. The various approaches presented here, as well 
as Hezbollah’s approach, are reminiscent of the Syrian 
“close-battle” period, which has guided IDF training over 
the past decade.36 This concept envisions a limited sur-
prise seizure of territory by an anti-tank infantry force; 
the force takes hold of an easily defendable area inside 
Israel, and controls it under the cover of artillery fire, 
tight aerial protection and advanced anti-tank capabil-
ities. This description is also evocative of the Egyptian 
attack in 1973, during which infantry units equipped 
with advanced anti-tank capabilities took over a limited 
area by surprise, under aerial and artillery cover.37 The 
difference lies in the scope of the enemy and the theater, 
but the basic concept is the same: denial of access to an 
area by means of long-range firepower, and prevention 
of maneuver within a combat theater using precision 
missiles against platforms and other fires capabilities.

In other words, our adversaries (e.g., China, Russia, 
Hezbollah, or Hamas) have adopted Modern Military 

Revolution 3.0, mainly by combining missiles and 
sensors. They now have the ability to disable platform 
movement, including our own. Therefore, since playing 
defense requires less mobility, our adversaries have 
essentially gained the strategic advantage.38 Our ene-
mies succeeded in achieving a symmetric approach. On 
the one hand, their fire-attack maneuver capabilities 
near the border evade our Revolution 3.0 advantages. 
On the other, their regional and local defenses utilize 
missiles and sensors (the adversaries’ Revolution 3.0) 
to neutralize the transportation of reinforcements and 
maneuverability of the United States and Israeli forces, 
while relying on the advantages of the defender and 
while taking full advantage of the terrain.

The outcome of such a development is clear. 
“We’ve improved our strike accuracy from eight digit 

A full-size model of an Israeli Elbit Hermes 900 unmanned aerial vehi-
cle (UAV). Advances in unmanned aircraft system technology ensure 
UAVs will continue to figure prominently in Modern Military Revolu-
tion 4.0. (Photo by Tal Inbar via Wikimedia Commons) 
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coordinates to 10, 12, 14, and even 15-digit coordi-
nates (height dimension),” writes Barak in the Dado 
Center Journal. “Yet the enemy, on the other hand, is 
usually successful in fleeing from these targets before 
they are attacked. We destroy the coordinates, but are 
struggling to hit the enemy.”39

We can now explain why the IDF is not alone in 
its quest to find ways of protecting its forces against 
threats from anti-tank missiles, precision fire, and 
small unmanned aerial vehicles. Western militaries are 
looking for tactical solutions to identify and rapidly 
attack targets discovered during combat. Due to the 
impression of superiority achieved during Revolution 
3.0, many militaries believed their advantages in the 
air and on the ground were no longer under any sig-
nificant threat. These militaries now find themselves 
lacking the capabilities that were once considered ele-
mentary (e.g., anti-artillery fire) and that have become 
relevant once again in face of current threats.40 The 
challenges that were once considered unique to the 
IDF and asymmetric warfare now reflect the challeng-
es China and Russia pose to the United States.

From the military perspective, the challenge of 
Revolution 4.0 is to return the tactical and strategic mo-
bility to the battlefield—or in other words, to enable ma-
neuver. This can be achieved by using new platforms—
swarms of robotic drones, for example, combined with 
the aggressive suppression of enemy sensors and missiles. 
These measures will enable our larger platforms carry 
the necessary ground forces to maneuver (in a manner 
similar to Revolution 2.0), thus returning our ability to 
conquer, control, and defend territory.

The Discussion in “Land Ahead”
We will now explore the conceptual ideas raised in 

“Land Ahead” in light of the historical connection we 
have established, regarding the current discussion of mili-
tary transformation in the IDF. We claim that the tactical 
ground reconnaissance-strike complex was, and must 
remain, the conceptual focal point of “Land Ahead.”

Force reorganization as combined arms brigade. 
Regardless of whether or not this move is correct, critical 
or even unimportant, it is clear that the conceptual roots 
of the combined-arms brigade lie in the military revolu-
tion of the mid-twentieth century (Revolution 2.0). In 
other words, the combined-arms battle originates from 
the revolution of tactical mobility in World War II.41 

After internalizing the lessons of the Yom Kippur War, 
the IDF fought in brigade and battalion-sized ad-hoc 
combined-arms units.42 Clearly, this integration does not 
serve as a sufficient response to the threat of anti-access/
area denial missiles. While it may be possible to strengthen 
combined arms in ground forces, it is clear that this is not 
something related to the new military transformation.

Organizing tactical headquarters in ground units. 
We are experiencing repeated waves of reorganiza-
tion in division, brigade, and battalion headquarters; 
strengthening of professional disciplines; establishment 
of strike cells; and more. From the perspective of mili-
tary revolutions, this is an attempt (possibly desperate) 
by ground forces to regain some of the relevance lost 
to higher echelon headquarters in the reconnais-
sance-strike complex era (Revolution 3.0). We are 
trying to do this by strengthening tactical headquarters 
in order to introduce the reconnaissance-air complex 
into the battlefield; militaries call this “joint combat.” 
Nevertheless, the real contribution has been crowded 
mobile headquarters with limited communication for 
assets that are usually held by the regional command or 
General Staff, and this contribution remains marginal. 
The constant changing and increasing size of tactical 
headquarters may be critical in the short term, but 
from an historical perspective, the “stretching” of the 
Revolution 3.0 paradigm produces diminishing returns.

Intelligence-based combat and the tactical in-
ternet project. The essence of these ideas is to lay the 
groundwork for communication that will enable all the 
“good” products and intelligence generated by higher 
headquarters to flow to the local tactical echelon.43 
As important as the mobile/cellular revolution of the 
third industrial era may be, it alone does not create the 
critical mass required for the fourth revolution. The 
world of mobile before the smartphone (e.g., the Nokia 
6100 and flip phones) allowed us to read the news on a 
designated portal for mobile users. It connected us with 
the information that was prepared “from up above.” All 
of this did not turn mobile users into active systems 
that created relevant information by themselves, or in 
collaboration with others, for their immediate needs 
(e.g., Waze, the navigation application based on crowd-
sourcing). The first cellular portals were considered 
unimpressive and not especially practical.

But this is not the case following the advent 
of smartphones. The new smartphone is not only 
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integrated with the open internet, but it also can 
communicate with connected sensors that allow it to 
assume new local roles in real time-space situations. For 
example, a gate at a municipal parking lot automatical-
ly opens when the sensor connects a license plate to a 
mobile parking app and the lot’s gate. At the edge of the 
spectrum is the autonomous vehicle, which is a con-
nected system composed of sensors and a closed circle 
of information processing.44 It continues to operate 
even when it is not connected to the global network.

Returning to the issue at hand, the tactical internet 
and intelligence-based combat are important. While 
they do promote some of the efficiencies of Revolution 
3.0 to the ground forces’ tactical units, they will be 
insufficient by themselves to dramatically change the 
forces behavior in a complex tactical event.45

The new fire process concept. Maj. Gen. Tamir 
Hayman wrote about the new concept of intelli-
gence-fires circles.46 It espouses a faster, automatic, and 
more precise connection of intelligence to the attack 
itself. Better integration, according to Hayman, will 
improve the quality of target attacks, as opposed to their 
quantity. Mirroring our theoretical framework, the 

concept addressed by Hayman utilized technologies 
of Industrial Revolution 4.0 (e.g., artificial intelligence, 
big data, and automation) to improve the reconnais-
sance-strike relationship that is still concentrated in se-
nior headquarters (Revolution 3.0). This is a much-need-
ed step, but it still cannot be defined as military 
transformation from the conceptual perspective. It does 
not provide an answer to the main challenge—the return 
of tactical mobility for maneuvering forces; neither does 
it divert the military’s focus toward the tactical echelons.

The Tactical Reconnaissance-Strike Complex, a 
ground-force drone fleet. There was a reason that 2015’s 
“Land Ahead” emphasized the Tactical Reconnaissance-
Strike Complex (TRSC) (sensors to shooters networks) 
as the main issue for a conceptual leap forward for the 
IDF Ground Forces.47 The TRSC’s purpose is as follows:

[To] enable a drastic improvement in the tactical 
and operational effectiveness of ground forces in 

An unmanned vehicle travels on a range during a Maneuver Robotics 
and Autonomous Systems Live Fire Demonstration 22 August 2017 at 
Fort Benning, Georgia. (Photo by Patrick Albright, U.S. Army)
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discovering the disappearing enemy, pinpointing 
his location and striking him quickly…through 
the creation of layers of ground, mechanized, 
and air strike and intelligence-gathering layers 
connected together through a fast network that 
allows the fusion of data for closing targeting 
cycles in a matter of seconds …48

This idea called for a network that automatically 
connects sensors to munitions, based on small drones 
operated at the brigade level.49 The network was meant 
to precisely locate the enemy, quickly attack it, and 
decipher its hiding locations by processing information 
quickly and locally. Haliva coined the phrase “Tactical 
Internet of Things” around this idea.50 Barak developed 
the idea under the titles “Precise and On Time: The 
Direct Connection between Sensor and Strike” and 
“Deciphering the Enemy: Rapid Local Utilization of 
Information.”51 These senior officers actually described 
the essence of Revolution 4.0: automatic and small 
intelligence-attack assets will enable the return of lethal 
tactical mobility to the ground forces in battle.

Despite the relatively broad consensus that was 
presented in the beginning of this article, at least among 
senior officers, a process of reopening and redefining the 
concept has been ongoing for the last two years. Despite 
real change, military transformation demands clarity and 
unified efforts; it seems we lost some of it.

Resisting Transformation
Resistance to change is common in militaries. 

Nevertheless, some of the motivations of resistance are 
worth recognizing.

“Tech-phobia” and opportunities missed. “Don’t 
worry, the main thing is that the battalions are good 
and the battalion commanders are good” is a common 
attitude across land forces.52 The fear of technology and 
what has been mocked as “technology-based concepts” 
represents a lack of theoretical and historical knowl-
edge about the idea of military transformation. But it 
could be that the Ground Forces’ fear of technology 
goes beyond the natural aversion to change that most of 
us suffer from.53 It also stems from its experience from 
Revolution 3.0. This wave harmed maneuver and the 
independence of commanders. Therefore, the intuitive 
response is to reject additional “digital” reforms.

As stated above, this is a misunderstanding. Heinz 
Guderian, Erwin Rommel, and George Patton were only 

able to apply their genius because of radio and internal 
combustion technology, and they harnessed it to return 
tactical mobility. If we continue with our intuitive hesitan-
cy, we will miss the potential of the new Revolution 4.0.

Parochial interests. The services and corps in 
their current state are a creation of the platform era 
(Revolution 2.0). The organizational efforts invested to 
maintain their respective positions are enormous.54 IDF’s 
Air Force and Intelligence directorate (J2) have gained 
great influence and power due to the IT-RMA. None of 
these forces are interested in the Conceptual (rather than 
technological) Revolution 4.0. They are interested, in 
good faith, of the new technology that enhances the con-
tinuation of the concepts from Revolutions 2.0 and 3.0.

The opposition to the idea of Revolution 4.0 from 
within the Ground Forces, the other services, and General 
Staff directorates reflects the nexus of these interests.

Summary
The IDF must strive for the development of an au-

tonomous sensor-strike-processing complex. Within 
the context of force defense, it must also be auto-
matic. To achieve this goal, inexpensive unmanned 
aerial vehicles that can carry sensors and transmitters 
connected to advanced attack and information-pro-
cessing assets can be used. This all must take place on 
the local tactical level to repress enemy Revolution 
3.0 capabilities and facilitate the return of maneuver 
superiority. Three major generals in the IDF Ground 
Forces Command have written on this subject. 
The U.S. Army has published many articles on the 
multi-domain battle concept, which aims to achieve 
similar goals.55 Nonetheless, it does not appear that 
our efforts toward this vision are full steam ahead.

In the past, the IDF was able to identify the historical 
moment, to harness its technological prowess to inno-
vative concepts and new organizational models, and to 
change. This happened in the 1960s with the Israeli fast 
attack missiles boat revolution, during the IAF’s prepa-
rations for the anti-SAM battle of the Beqaa Valley in 
Lebanon 1982, and regarding precision weapons in the 
1990s.56 We have the capacity to change again.    

A Hebrew version of this research was published in the 
Dado Center Journal. This article expresses the opinions 
of the author and does not indicate official opinions of the 
Israel Defense Forces. 
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